
  

 

 

Excellent features, production capacity and price ratio. 
Has a continuous micrometrical regulation system and an 
aluminium dispenser with a built-in coffee press. 

  
Motor power (w): 320 
RPM:  1300 
ø Grinding disc (in/mm):  2.6/64 
Production (lb-h/kg-h): 23-27/10-12 
Hopper capacity (lb/kg): 3.75/1.7 
Height x width x depth (in/mm): 25x8.3x14.4/635x210x365 
 

 

 
Auto-stop Aluminum lever and doser Precision dosing 
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Compak K6 Polished Aluminum with Built In Tamper - Commercial coffee grinder   

The K-6 Professional comes in polished Aluminum finish and built in heavy duty tamper. It is commercial high 
capacity espresso grinder, therefore relatively "big" grinder, please note the measurements below. 

The K6 Polished is ETL certified commercial with doser chamber for use in commercial environment. Each pull 
of the lever pull dose of one 7g (adjustable from 5-10 grams) of espresso ground coffee into the group handle. 
It is very fast and precise commercial grinder for coffee shops.  

1.6kg max bean hopper capacity holds 1Kg bag of coffee beans with ease, 
featuring bean shut off valve at the bottom for easy hopper emptying. 

Fully adjustable grind level with Metrimical precise adjustment. Grinding 
burrs are 64mm in diameter. Dosing unit is composed of Aluminium with 
compound plastic and clear sight zone for easy cleaning of chute.

Doser chamber holds 300g of espresso ground coffee and include heavy 
duty built in tamper. 

Dosing mechanism adjusts from 5-10 grams. 
Built in group handle fork guide for correct positioning under doser. 
Removable waste tray. 
This work horse runs with a standard 13amp electricity plug, It has 285 watts of power and relatively low 1250 

RPM providing a 10kg grinding capacity per hour.
Doser chamber holds approx 50 cups of ground coffee. 
Built in Shot counter indicates number of pulls made from the grinder. 
Height: 610mm, Width: 300mm, Depth: 420mm 

 

 
64 mm flat burrs Stepless grind adjustment
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